; shown in different colors) has a similar, but more subtle, effect. (C) Effect of annealing temperature on negative derivative melt curve for the BRCA1 locus at a 0.01% epiallelic fraction. Tables   Table S1 . Sequences and properties of the primers used in this study. 
Supplementary

Methylation Determination for Pyrosequencing of DREAMing Products
The Pictured below is a representative pyrosequencing profile obtained from one well following p14 ARF DREAMing on cfDNA derived from a NSCLC plasma sample. Pyrosequencing is performed via a sequencing-by-synthesis approach. Prior to sequencing, the anticipated inter-primer sequence, including the positions of each CpG site, is preset by the operator. Signal, shown on the ordinate axis, is generated in proportion to the amount of a given nucleoside triphosphate that is incorporated at each dispensation. Percent methylation at each predefined CpG site is then determined by according to the equation:
,where M is the signal generated by incorporation of guanosine triphosphate (indicating the presence of unconverted methylated cytosine on the template strand) and U is the signal generated by incorporation of adenosine triphosphate (indicating the presence of thymine resulting from bisulfite-converted unmethylated cytosine).
Here, the inter-primer length of the p14 ARF locus is 68 base pairs, which includes 13 CpG sites that are indicated by numbers on the profile below. As each CpG site requires two dispensations, the total number of dispensations is 55 + 13*2 = 81 dispensations. The %Meth at each CpG site, as provided by the instrument, for this sample is provided in the table below the profile. 
Statistical Framework for Methylation Density Assessment -Calculation
This section is provided as a step-by-step demonstration of the incorporation of raw melt data into the statistical framework developed in the Material and Methods Section of the manuscript. All items indicated as a bracketed letter (e.g., [a]) refer to the table provided at the end of this section.
The BRCA1 locus used here contains five non-primer CpG sites that can potentially be methylated. First, the melt temperatures [a] for all the possible methylation pattern permutations were obtained via uMELT
(1), using default parameters and Blake & Delcourt, 1998 thermodynamic library (2). The results were grouped according to methylation density (0%, 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%, 100%), yielding the total of 2 5 =32 sequences for BRCA1 gene.
The following plot shows estimated melt temperatures of all patterns against their methylation density.
One pattern of each methylation density was chosen and synthesized to provide synthetic standards for experimental comparison to in silico estimates. The melt temperatures of each of the six synthetic DNA standards equivalent to BST-DNA of a single permutation of 0% (unmethylated), 20%, 40%, 60%, 80%
and 100% (fully methylated) of the selected BRCA1 locus were then measured by standard HRM analysis following PCR amplification with the designed primers [b] . A linear regression between experimental melt temperatures and the predicted melt temperature for each specific pattern was then calculated, as shown in plot below. 
